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Our PDF dumps of 200-355 exam is designed to ensure everything which you need to pass your exam successfully. At Lead2pass,
we have a completely customer oriented policy. We invite the professionals who have rich experience and expert knowledge of the
IT certification industry to guarantee the PDF details precisely and logically. Our customers' time is a precious concern for us. This
requires us to provide you the products that can be utilized most efficiently. Following questions and answers are all new published
by Cisco Official Exam Center: https://www.lead2pass.com/200-355.html QUESTION 381When reading a radiation pattern for an
antenna, at which two drops in signal and power is the beamwidth measured? (Choose two.) A. 3 dBB. 6 dBC. 9 dBD. 10 dB
E. 1/2 powerF. 1/4 powerG. 1/8 powerH. 1/10 powerAnswer: AE QUESTION 382Refer to the exhibit. A network engineer
needs the far end of a wireless bridge to receive at -45dBM. Based on the diagram, what value in dBm must the transmitter use to
send to achieve the desired result? A. -118B. -28C. -20D. 20E. 28F. 118 Answer: E QUESTION 383When calculating
the link budget for a wireless point-to-point bridge, the engineer notices that one antenna has its gain marked as 2.85 dBd. With a
20-mW access point and 3-dBi loss for the cable, what is the approximate EIRP? A. 15 dBmB. 18 dBmC. 22 dBmD. 25 dBm
Answer: A QUESTION 384Due to the terrain, a deployment requires a point-to-point wireless bridge to allow for network
connectivity to a remote building. What 5GHz band would permitted to use the highest power in the U.S.? A. U-NII-3B. U-NII-2
ExtendedC. U-NII-2D. U-NII-1 Answer: A QUESTION 385A wireless engineer is designing a network for the London branch
of a company. Which 5-GHz band allows the branch to use the highest EIRP? A. 2.4-GHz ISMB. UNII-1C. UNII-2D.
UNII-2 Extended Answer: D QUESTION 386When using OFDM, how many subcarriers are devoted to carrying data? A. 4B.
12C. 44D. 48E. 52 Answer: D QUESTION 387A company has all IEEE 802.11a/802.11g devices; however, its network
administrator recommends installing 802.11n access points to provide greater performance. Which feature on an 802.11n AP
provides better performance to legacy devices? A. channel aggregationB. transmit beam-formingC. maximal-ratio combining
D. spatial multiplexing Answer: B QUESTION 388When roaming between APs in an ESS, which value changes? A. BSSIDB.
SSIDC. VLAND. IP range Answer: A QUESTION 389A customer is concerned about ease of wireless management. Which
deployment model requires the highest administrative overhead to deploy and manage? A. autonomousB. local modeC. cloud
D. converged Answer: A QUESTION 390Which architecture is used to divide the roles between the access point and the WLC
when deploying a centralized wireless solution? A. Split MACB. CAPWAPC. LWAPPD. Local MAC Answer: A
QUESTION 391An autonomous AP maps the SSID to what on the wired network? A. BSSIDB. VLANC. QoS tagD. SG tag
Answer: B QUESTION 392A customer is expecting wireless traffic in excess of 20 Gbps to traverse a single controller. Which
wireless controller model fulfills this requirement? A. Cisco 5760 Wireless ControllerB. Cisco Wireless Services Module 2C.
Cisco 2504 Wireless ControllerD. Cisco 8510 Wireless ControllerE. Cisco 5500 Wireless ControllerF. Cisco Virtual Wireless
Controller Answer: A QUESTION 393An engineer is connecting a Cisco 5508 Wireless Controller that must connect to an
out-of-band management network for management only. Which two options should be used for the port on the WLC and the cable
type? (Choose two.) A. service portB. redundancy portC. console portD. distribution system portE. straight through cableF.
crossover cableG. console cable Answer: AE QUESTION 394A user is unable to access a lobby administration web page when
using a wireless laptop; however, the user can access the page with a wired desktop computer. Which management feature needs to
be enabled on the WLC to allow laptop access? A. management via wirelessB. dynamic interface managementC. HTTPD.
HTTPSE. TACACSF. SSH Answer: A QUESTION 395In version 8.0 code for CUWN, what interface can be assigned an IPv6
address? A. managementB. dynamicC. AP-managerD. virtualE. service-port Answer: A QUESTION 396A network
engineer is configuring a WLC running Cisco AireOS 8.0.100.0 for a company that uses IPv6. Which two interfaces can be
configured with an IPv6 address? (Choose two.) A. managementB. dynamicC. AP managerD. redundancyE. service
Answer: AE QUESTION 397Refer to the exhibit. An engineer is testing client connectivity and is unable to transmit or receive at
IEEE 802.11n high throughput rates. Which two Layer 2 security configurations allow the client to successfully connect at 802.11n
rates? (Choose two.) A. WPA2-AES 802.1xB. WPA2-TKIP PSKC. WPA-TKIP 802.1xD. OpenE. 802.1x Answer: AD
QUESTION 398An engineer is deploying an autonomous AP, and the customer requests that all IEEE 802.11b data rates be
disabled on the AP. Which interface must be amended to disable the 802.11b data rates on a Cisco Aironet 1252 Series Access
Point? A. Dot11radio0B. Dot11radio1C. GigabitEthernet0D. BVI1 Answer: A QUESTION 399After the initial deployment
at a customer site, the master controller mode function was left enabled on the secondary controller after access points were primed
and statically configured with primary, secondary, and tertiary controller failover. The guest anchor controller was also deployed in
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the architecture. The access points reboot after a power failure. Which controller will the access points associate to when the reboot
process is completed? A. primary controllerB. secondary controllerC. tertiary controllerD. guest anchor controller Answer: B
QUESTION 400A remote site has requested that its wireless client traffic egress at the switch port of the access point. Which access
point mode can be used? A. FlexConnectB. localC. monitorD. rogue detectorE. SE-Connect Answer: A If you want to get
more 200-355 exam preparation material, you can download the free 200-355 braindumps in PDF files on Lead2pass. It would be
great helpful for your exam. All the 200-355 dumps are updated and cover every aspect of the examination. Welcome to choose.
200-355 new questions on Google Drive: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDd3NzLWRUUTRLME0 2017 Cisco
200-355 exam dumps (All 500 Q&As) from Lead2pass: https://www.lead2pass.com/200-355.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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